ASAM 320
Asian Pacific American Cultural Studies
FALL 2021

Section 50 #15949
Online

Section 51 #17103
Online

Section 52 #17995
Online

Section 53 #21893
Online

Section 54 #21894
Online

Asian American life as portrayed through novels, short stories, plays, poetry, film, music, painting, dance and other expressive forms. Examines historical and contemporary works by a variety of Asian and Pacific Americans.

Fulfills category G.E. C.3 and Z
Prerequisites: Completion of G.E. Categories C.1 and C.2

Classes are subject to change. This is for informational purposes only. Students must check the latest official school schedule for the most current and accurate class information and for availability of classes. Verify your catalog year records regarding GE requirements and/or fulfillment or check with a GE Advisor.